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Essentials of Building Virtual Instruments with LabVIEW and Arduino for Lab Automation Applications

Jianghua Bai, Andres La Rosa
Portland State University, the Physics Department, USA

Abstract: Four ways to improve the capabilities of a virtual instrument involving a microcontroller are covered in this paper. They are structural modeling and programming, real-time control, asynchronous communication between the microcontroller and the host PC, and system integration. This paper covers 4 common problems encountered by embedded developers and 5 solutions to the 4 problems. The solutions and examples demonstrated in this article will help readers build robust and reliable virtual instruments for crucial applications.
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1. Introduction

Different from amateur electronics for hobbyists, lab automation applications want the system to be stable, reliable, and accurate enough and fast enough. Arduino is an open source system with hundreds of libraries and compatible hardware sets. Arduino makes the development of microcontroller based systems much easier than with traditional register programming methods. Since Arduino lowers the barrier of embedded programming requirement, more and more students, engineers and scientists are employing Arduino in their applications.

By downloading online resources, a lot of simple projects can be accomplished through the Arduino platform. There are also tools, like LINX, MATLAB, or LabVIEW, helping intermediate users develop complex applications [1-2]. But beside of tools, developing complex and critical automated systems with embedded processors involves some other advanced issues and solutions. This paper will go through these issues and solutions to help the readers developing advanced control systems and automated systems.

By evaluating and developing hundreds of embedded and virtual instrumentation projects, we saw many flaws and failures. Compiling the discrepancies, we finished this paper. The purpose of this article is to guide intermediate embedded developers to become advanced embedded and virtual instrument developers.

2. Structural modeling and developing

The first issue is that we have software, hardware, and tasks needed to be done. How to organize the software and hardware resources and fulfill the tasks effectively and efficiently? For a simple project, one just downloads codes from the web, hooks up hardware and then tweak and tune the system. But for a complex project, there may be not available online solutions. This means that you need to develop it from scratch! How to finish the project easily and successfully?

The solution is structural modeling!

Other than, jumping to the programming and connecting your hardware, soon after you get the project, you need to build a model of your system. For detailed modeling and reasoning, one can check Ref [3]. Here, we will cover a 4 layer model.

Figure 1: 4-layer model of a complex embedded system or virtual instrument.

Why 4 layers, not 5 layers or a single layer?
A single layer model is usually bad for complex systems. If all software, hardware resources and algorithm are organized in a flat model, it is hard to develop and maintain the system. A 5 layer model is usually more than enough for an embedded project. So usually a 3 or 4 layer model is better! For a stand-alone system, a 3 layer model may be enough. But in order to future expansion and the system integration, a 4 layer model is the best. [4]

In Layer 1, one organizes his hardware carefully, according to hardware mechanical property, the electrical connectors, voltage levels, etc.

In Layer 2, one programs the hardware according to their capabilities and builds instruction set for each job your hardware is capable of doing.
In Layer 3, according to some algorism, timing or procedure, one builds the basic functional blocks with the Layer 2 instructions. In Layer 4, one builds the graphical user interface, the signal processing and data visualization part of the system. By programming the system with a structural model, one can transfer and reuse many of the blocks to a new project. This not only simplifies the developing process but makes it easier to identify any design error. For a complex project, designing a correct model is the first and the most fundamental step. If there is an error in your model, ones’ beautiful coding and hardware become useless.

3. LabVIEW + Arduino

The 2nd issue is that there are hundreds of software and hardware available, which combination should be used? One of the solutions is combining LabVIEW with Arduino.

LabVIEW is the de faro standard software for lab measurements and controls. It is easier to integrate or expand the embedded system with some other LabVIEW controlled system to build an even more complex system.

There is an entry-level Arduino and LabVIEW toolkit called LIFA, for free download [2]. But, with this toolkit, one cannot program the Arduino board, instead, one could only program in LabVIEW. For a complex task, one definitely should code his own Arduino applications. Combining the solution 1 and 2 together, one has the system structure shown below.

![Figure 2: 4-layer model of an Arduino and LabVIEW combined system.](image)

4. Identify the real-time signals

The second solution brings another issue. How to plan the whole project? How to split the functionality between Arduino and LabVIEW. The solution is to plan the jobs by timing! There are real time events and non-real time events. There are real time controls and ordinary on-line controls.

The first step is to identify the real-time events and controls. LabVIEW programs run on PCs are not capable of real-time controls or reactions because the PC usually has a long time delay and bus latency, which cannot meet the critical timing requirements unless the controlled system is really really slow! Some real time events need to be acknowledged immediately when it triggers. The real time events driven jobs should be coded in Arduino at Layer 2. See fig 2. The non-real time events and jobs can be coded in LabVIEW in Layer 3. For non-real time events, the Arduino side only works as I/O ports for the LabVIEW programs.

The next step is to finish the real-time controls in Arduino. A simple block diagram of a closed-loop control system is shown in fig 3. We input r(t) to the Plant and want the Plant to work as r(t). But the Plant has its' own characteristics, in most of the cases, the plant cannot follow the reference signal r(t) directly. One way to make the Plant to follow the requirement of r(t), is to control the Plant through a controller and build the whole system into a feedback system. See fig 3. [5] [6]

![Figure 3: A simple block diagram of a closed-loop control system [5]](image)

Although the world is analog, the Arduino processors are digital. In order to control an analog plant with a digital processor, one builds the control system as the one shown in fig 4. The digital processor samples the input r(t) and the sensor output y(t) and finishes the control schemes with difference equations in the digital domain, then the processor outputs its control commands to the plant through a DAC and actuator. The details about digital controls can be found in Ref [7].

![Figure 4: A simple block diagram of a numerical closed-loop control system [5]](image)
Remind, the real-time controls and real-time events must be processed deterministically according to their timing. Otherwise, the whole system just does not work.

5. Asynchronous communication between Layer2 and Layer3

According to the model shown in fig 2, Layer 1 and Layer2 are implemented by Arduino, and Layer 3 and Layer 4 are implemented by LabVIEW! The other issue is how to communicate between Layer 3 and Layer 2! When programming Layer 2 in Arduino, one wants to forget what happens in Layer 3. Similarly, when programming Layer 3 in LabVIEW, one wants to forget what happens in Layer 2! A layered model, allows the programmer to code each layer independently and let adjacent layers to communicate through interfaces. A layered model greatly simplifies the programming and maintenance of the codes. But, one also wants different layers to work together seamlessly.

The solution is asynchronous communication between Arduino and LabVIEW! In Arduino side, a loop is running to meet the real-time controls. By the same time, Arduino produces the data and save the data in a buffer for Layer 3 procedures to read. A simple illustration is shown in fig 5. In this example, line 20 of the code does the real time data logging and buffer writing. The whole timing is controlled by the while loop. In some critical applications, one may use interrupt to keep the timing and save the data inside an array[8]. When the system is free, the chunk of data in the array can be dumped to the serial buffer at once. This may increase the speed of the control loop.

```
11 void loop() {
12
13     while(1){
14         for(char i=2;i<13;i++){  // in the form CXID,
15             delay(2),Serial.print('C');
16             if(i<10) Serial.print(0, DEC);
17             delay(2),Serial.print(i, DEC);
18             // next line mimics the real time control and buffer writing
19             delay(2),digitalRead(i)? Serial.print(1):Serial.print(0);
20             //
21             delay(2),Serial.println(',', ');
22         }
23     }
24 }
25}
```

Figure 5: An example of how to build a data package in Arduino

In the LabVIEW side, a simple finite state machine can be used to implement the communication between Layer 3 and Arduino. Fig 6 shows a simple LabVIEW program used to communicate with Arduino through COM port. Fig 5 and fig 6 are used for illustration purpose. They are not working in a pair here.

![LabVIEW FSM](image)

Figure 6: An example of how to talk with Arduino with a LabVIEW coded FSM

Remind, one wants to simplify the math before programming. One can have a complex programming of a complex task, a simple programming of a complex task, or a complex programming of a simple task! The math model controls with which one will end up with. Simplifying the math before programming is the only way leading to a simple programming of a complex task!

6. Build data into a package

When the Layer 3 and Layer 2 programming are done. The system may not work the designer planned. This issue is due to the asynchronous communication between Layer 2 and Layer 3! Asynchronous communication brings the freedom to the programming. But how to guarantee the Layer 2
subroutines in Arduino get the correct commands from LabVIEW and the Layer 3 LabVIEW routines get the correct data from Arduino? The solution is to build the data into a package!

The package always have the same length and the same format! The data package in fig 5 is 5 bytes long. The first byte is the header, ‘C’. The second and third bytes are channel numbers. The fourth byte is the data from the relevant channel. The fifth byte is the ending, ‘,’.

**Figure 7:** A data package example for serial communication between Layer 2 and Layer 3.

When LabVIEW code reads this data package, it verifies the header and checks the channel and reads the data! The Arduino program in Layer 2 can dump the data at the serial buffer with its own rate. While the LabVIEW program in Layer 3 will read the data from the serial buffer at another rate. Because the data are carefully formatted, LabVIEW codes cannot mess up with the data. Suppose, there were no header, no ending, Arduino would write the channel number and data directly to the serial buffer. LabVIEW programs at layer 3 may mess up with the data, due to asynchronous communication.

Fig 8 and fig 9 show an interface between Layer 3 and Layer 2. In this example, the data package is 3 bytes long. Each command package starts with ‘L’ and ‘C’ and followed with the command, which LabVIEW program wants the Arduino to execute. Both the LabVIEW program and the Arduino program are running at their own speed. When there is a need to communicate, Layer 2 and Layer 3 routines will read or write the serial buffer. Program in Layer 3 does not need to wait for Arduino timing, while the Arduino program in Layer 2 does not need to wait for the LabVIEW timing. Through this example, readers can really enjoy the freedom of asynchronous communications.

**Figure 8:** A LabVIEW coded FSM talking to Arduino through COM port

Since the LabVIEW VISA only reads and writes ASCII strings[9]. The programming methods shown in fig 8 and fig 9 is straightforward. If one wants to send and read binary data between Arduino and LabVIEW, please read Ref [10]. Another issue is that the Arduino resource is quite limited. If everything is stored in byte ASCII, it is a waste of Arduino resources. An improvement can be made by storing Arduino states with a single bit other than one byte. This way, each byte can store 8 state information. That makes the storage and data transferring more efficient and faster. Again, Arduino will write the data as ASCII string to the serial buffer. At Layer 3, the LabVIEW routines need to read the string and decode the string properly to get the correct information. Fig 10 and fig 11 show an integer is used to transport 12 channel information at once. Again, Arduino will write the integer as strings in the serial buffer [11]. A 16 bit unsigned integer can represent a number from 0 to 65535, zeros may be inserted when the number is small to keep the data have the same format after they are converted into strings. See fig 10.

**Figure 9:** The paired Arduino code to talk with LabVIEW at Layer 3.
Figure 10: An example of building binary data packages in Arduino

```c
#include <Wire.h>

// Write function to send 8 bit value to Arduino board
void sendData8(uint8_t data)
{
    digitalWrite(D0, LOW);
    for (int i = 7; i >= 0; i--)
    {
        if (data & (1 << i))
            digitalWrite(D1, HIGH);
        else
            digitalWrite(D1, LOW);
        delay(100);
    }
}
```

Figure 11: The paired LabVIEW code to receive Arduino binary information

There is no standard to format the data package. In order to make the whole system work, engineers just need to keep the data format ideas in mind and match the interface between Arduino and LabVIEW.

7. Conclusion

Achieving safe, stable, simple coding of complex tasks is the ultimate dream of embedded developers. The 5 issues mentioned in this paper are the most common points leading to a failed or bad embedded system. After solving these 5 major issues with the solutions provided in this article, one will be able to develop a sophisticated virtual instrument system with Arduino boards and LabVIEW.

There are basic rules to building a professional embedded virtual instrument with LabVIEW. In essence, try to simplify your model, before you jump to design and implement your systems. Build a clear structure of your system, is always helpful. Build your system with a 4 layer model. Layer 4 only has necessary human inputs and monitors. In the LabVIEW side, keep the routines in Layer 3. Build a human interrupt and anemergency stop inside of the system, throughout Layer2, Layer 3 and Layer 4.Try to keep each LabVIEW program on one screen!
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